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Avatime is one of 14 Central-Togo languages (formerly known as "Togo
Remnant Languages") spoken in the Volta Region of Ghana and contiguous areas
of Togo. The most striking typological feature of these languages compared to
their closest Kwa relatives is the fact that they have active noun class systems.
The present paper is a description of Avatime phonology, with emphasis on
certain features which have been poorly described and/or are of general linguistic
interest. Within the consonant system, Avatime has bilabial fricatives and a full
series of labiovelar obstruents, including fricatives. Consonants with following
glides are considered to be segment sequences rather than consonants with
secondary articulations. The vowel system has nine vowels with [ATR] harmony.
Continguous vowels undergo a variety of coalescence processes, which differ
depending on morphological context and the specific vowels involved. Modem
Avatime requires an analysis with four contrasting level tones. However, many
instances of two of these tones (the highest level and the lower mid level) are
derived through still active processes. One feature of the tone system not
previously described is the presence of glottal stop following a syllable bearing
non-low tone when that syllable falls at a phonological phrase boundary.
• This paper derives from about a month of fieldwork I did on Avatime, partly in conjunction
with Ian Maddieson, in November and December 1994. Travel to Ghana for Maddieson and
myself was made possible by a University of Ghana/UCLA faculty exchange program funded by
the United States Information Agency through UCLA's James S. Coleman Center for African
Studies. The field work consisted of 2-3 weeks on the University of Ghana campus at Legon and
a five day trip to Amedzofe. At Legon, we worked with Chris Kwarni Bubuama, a 28 year-old
native of Amedzofe who had completed his O-level examinations and who is employed at the
University's Balme Library. In Amedzofe we worked with a number of speakers, but the primary
informants were Christian "Sony" Dedume, a 40 year old teacher at the Amedzofe Government
Secondary School, and Martin K. Aboni, who is 22 years old and has recently completed his 0level examinations at Vane, the area headquarters. I am grateful to Okusie Akyem Foli V, Chief
of Amedzofe, for facilitating our field work in his community and to Christian Dedume, Martin
Aboni, Wilson Adinyira, and Joseph Mawuena for their help in Amedzofe. Special thanks go to
Andy Ring of the Ghana Institute for Literacy and Bible Translation (GILBT) for making the trip
to Amdedzofe possible, profitable, and enjoyable. Thanks also to Robert Botne, who commented
on a draft of this paper. And most especially, thanks to Chris Bubuama for his indefatigibility,
patience, insight, and advice.
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1. Background
Avatime is one of 14 languages referred to as "Central-Togo" languages in Kropp
Dakubu and Ford [1988]. These languages were first recognized as a group by
Struck [1912], who referred to them by the term "Togorestsprachen" (rendered in
English as "Togo Remnant Languages"). Most of the "Central-Togo" languages
are spoken in the Volta region of Ghana, though several, including the largest,
Kposo, are spoken in Togo, and one, Basila, is spoken in Benin. Avatime is spoken
north of Ho in seven towns, the largest of which is Amedzofe (Amedz3je). The
language is called S.1ya or S.1yasc by its speakers, who refer to themselves as
Kedan}.ma (m.sing. Ked5nt, f. sing. Kededze). "Avatime" is the Ewe appellation,
but I retain it here since it is the term most widely used in the literature and also in
Ghana to refer to the people and their language. According to Kropp Dakubu and
Ford [1988:121],1 Avatime had about 11,600 speakers in the late 1980's. Avatime,
along with Nyangbo-Tafi and Logba, are the southernmost Central-Togo
languages, separated from the primary Central-Togo speaking area by Ewe. Ewe is
the lingua franca and language used in primary education for the area. The effects
of Ewe contact on Avatime (and other Central-Togo languages) will arise at
several points in the discussion below.
What has struck researchers about the Central-Togo languages from the earliest
times is the fact that they have active noun class systems utilizing prefixes and
concord much like the Bantu languages. This is in contrast to the languages which
appear to be their closest linguistic relatives, where lexical noun class and concord
systems are entirely absent. Greenberg [1966] listed the Central-Togo languages
together with Ewe, Akan, Ga, and a number of other languages as the "b" subgroup
of his "K wa" group. Though a fairly close linguistic affiliation of the Central-Togo
languages with geographically nearby "Kwa" languages has long been recognized,
dating from Struck [1912], the Central-Togo languages have generally been
considered to comprise an independent subgroup. Heine [1968], using a number of
lexical, morphological, and lexicostatic diagnostics, proposed a two-way division
within the group, which he referred to as the the "NA" and "KA" branches, based
on the reconstructed root that the respective languages use for 'meat'. Avatime is a
member of Heine's KA branch.2 More recently, Stewart (as reported in Kropp
Dakubu and Ford [1988:122]) has proposed that Heine's NA branch is to be
1 Kropp Dakubu and Ford [1988] base their demographic information on Heine [1968] and Ring
[1981] and the internal Central-Togo linguistic classification on Heine [1968]. They present a
succinct and useful summary of the historical, social, and linguistic situation of the Central-Togo
languages. Here, I repeat only that information relating particularly to Avatime. Heine [1968:7893] outlines all the literature on the Central-Togo languages over the hundred years 1867-1967.
2 Though Avatime is classified within the KA branch, the Avatime root for 'meat', l(i-dza, is not
cognate with the reconstructed root for this branch. The cognate item shows up in 5-ga 'animal'
[Heine 1968:221].
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grouped with the Volta-Comoe languages (the subgroup of Kwa which includes
Akan) whereas Heine's KA branch is to be grouped with separate Ewe-Fon
subgroup of Kwa. If this hypothesis proves plausible, the Central-Togo languages
do not represent a genetic unit at all, despite the striking typological characteristic
which they share.
The earliest descriptive works on Avatime are a grammatical sketch in Funke
[1909] and a German-Avatime wordlist in Funke [1910]. The most extensive single
work on A vatime, and also the most detailed and reliable, is Ford [1971 a].
Although Ford focuses on syntax, he includes an extensive discussion of the tone
system and of both nominal and verbal morphology. Other significant published
work includes a fairly large wordlist in Kropp [1967], a presentation of nominal
class and concord morphology in Ford [1971 b], a 27 page sketch of Avatime and
Lolobi (Siwu) phonology, morphology, and syntax by Ford in Kropp Dakubu and
Ford [1988], and phonological, morphological, and lexical information in Heine
[1968]. Schuh [1995] presents details of the noun class system and concord in
attributive noun modifiers.
2. Consonants and Syllable Structure

2.1. Consonant inventory and remarks on individual segments
Table 1. Avatime consonants
Bilabial
Stops
Fricatives
Affricates
Nasals
Liquid(s)
Semivowels

p, b
(J),o
m
w

Labiodental

f,

V

Dental

Alveopalatal

t, d
s, Z
n
I [I/r]

ts, dz
ny

Velar

Labiovelar l

k, 9
x,Y

kp, gb
xw, yw

I)

I)w

y

2.1.1./: The voiceless bilabial fricative appears only in Ewe loanwords, e.g., 8.jula
'the ocean' « Eweju+ 18; 'sea-the'), sej8jo~ 'flower' « Ewe sejojo).
2.1.2. x, y, XW, yw: The sounds listed as velar fricatives have only light local
noise at the velum, if there is any local noise at all. Perceptually, they are more
often than not realized as [h, fi, hW , fiw], respectively.
2.1.3. ts, dz: All published sources which comment on consonants note a
distinction between dental and alveopalatal affricates: Funke [1909 :291] gives ts,
dz vs. tsy, dzy, Kropp [1967:2] says, "In Avatime [c and J1 contrast with ts, dz";
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Heine [1968:105] gives ts, dz vs. c, j; Ford [1971a:17] gives ts, dz vs. te, d:t.
However, Ian Maddieson and I were unable to find any cases of contrast between
affricates at different places of articulation. There was a difference, perhaps
generational, between individual speakers as to whether they used dental [ts, dz] or
alveopalatal [c, j]. Maddieson made a number of recordings with groups of
speakers repeating the same word one after the other, and speakers sitting next to
each other and repeating the same word varied as to whether they used dental or
alveopalatal pronunciation of affricates. Chris Bubuama, the main informant for
this study, consistently used the alveopalatal pronunciation for all affricates.
However, I will use ts, dz to represent these sounds since these are the symbols
used in the widely known orthography for Ewe, which does not have the dental!
alveoplalatal distinction but which does tend to use an alveopalatal pronunciation,
at least in Ghanaian dialects. 3
2.1.4. [I/r): The liquid sounds are in complementary distribution, [r] appearing as
the second consonant in clusters with dentals and alveopalatals, [1] elsewhere, e.g.,
a-sra-na 'laziness', a-nyr5-mc 'farm', but 5-pli-c 'louse', a-klj-B 'foot', lj-vlt-lc
'morning'.

2.1.5. ct.: Heine [1968:105] and Ford [1971a:17] list q among the Avatime
consonant phonemes. Ford notes that q, along with j, is "found almost exclusively
in loan words". Neither Maddieson nor I found any words containing q, though it
may well occur in Ewe loanwords.
2.1.6. [1): Heine [1968], alone among all previous writers on Avatime, includes
glottal stop (which he writes I'f) among Avatime consonants. As evidence for the
phonological distinctiveness of /'1, he cites the following examples of apparent
minimal pairs (p. 97, orthography as in Heine): 016'1016 'Hals/eins', t6' It6 'etwasl
kochen'. It turns out, however, that presence or absence of final [?] is conditioned
by tone (see §4.2). The items here without glottal stop terminating a non-low
syllable (a number and a verb) are exceptional and raise questions of tone analysis
which go beyond the scope of this paper. Heine [1968: 106] remarks, "I'I hat die
3 Related to the issue of affricate contrast is Funke's [1909:291] remark, "In manchen Fallen
klingen [t und d] wie ts und dz, werden aber von diesen Lauten genau unterschieden, so vor u
und i." This observation continues to hold true, and occasionally, I mistranscribed t in particular
as ts. Heine [1968: 106] states, "1m Dialekt von Amedzofe is die Opposition der Konsonanten It!
und Itsl vor den zungenhochsten vokalen Ii! und lui aufgehoben, es kommt nur Itsl vor.
Desgleichen ist die Opposition der stimmhaften Entsprechungen Idl und Idzl in diesen Umgebungen neurtralisiert." It seems to be Funke rather than Heine who has the correct picture here.
Although my data do not contain enough examples of the relevant consonants before high
vowels to argue one way or the other, Ford's [1971a:246-256] appendix of 383 verb roots has
many examples of both t and ts before high vowels, e.g., ti 'get dry' vs. tsi 'grow up/old'.
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Allophone [1] im Wortauslaut, und [h] in allen anderen Umgebungen." It is not
clear what Heine means by "[h]" in his distributional statement, since Avatime has
no /hi phoneme. As noted above, Ixl is often perceptually [h], but if this is what
Heine intends, then [1] is no more in complementary distribution with [h] than with
any other consonant, since, aside from syllables terminated by the tonally
conditioned [1], which appears only before pause, Avatime allows only open
syllables (see §2.2).
2.1.7. Labiovelars: In addition to the labiovelar stops kp, gb, the "labiovelar"
column in Table 1 includes xw, yw, and I]W. Heine [1968] and Ford [1971a] have
implicitly assumed this labiovelar categorization by listing these consonants in the
same column as kp, gb (neither lists I]w as a segmental unit, nor does Heine list
yw). Kropp Dakubu and Ford [1988:127] write the fricatives as xifJ and Y/3,
implying actual occlusion at both lips and velum, but Maddieson [1995] shows that
not only is this implausible on physiological grounds, but also that videotaped data
from a number of speakers show that there is no occlusion at the lips for these
sounds. Even though the fricatives (and nasal) are not labiovelars from a strictly
articulatory point of view, a number of factors justify grouping the labialized velars
phonologically with the labiovelar stops. First, among the velars, labial occlusion
and labial rounding are in complementary distribution depending on manner of
articulation: the two stops have only total occlusion, i.e., there are no labialized
velar stops [kW] or [9 w],4 whereas the fricatives and nasal have only labial
rounding. Second, the consonants in the labiovelar column can appear as the first
member of a consonant cluster: 5 :3-kp15-n:3 'table', :3-gbUigc 'snake', ka-ywDts;l
'chameleon', S,I-I]wle-st 'mucous'. If the labiovelar consonants, including those
with labial rounding, were viewed as sequences rather than units, clusters such as
those illustrated here would consist of three consonants, a combination which is
otherwise impossible in Avatime.
2.1.8. Labialized and palatalized consonants: Ford [1971 a: 17] says, "Most
consonants occur in both rounded and unrounded forms." However, aside from the
labialized velars, which I have argued in the previous paragraph to be labiovelar
phonological units, my data and Ford's appendix of 383 verb roots show lexical
examples of only mw and fw, e.g., :3mw/c 'goat', fwe 'breathe'. Ford's and my
4 I found two loanwords, akwlc 'canoe' (also cited in Ford [197Ia:17] as akwle 'boat') and
kUkwi 'pepper' (cf. Ewe kiikJUl), which contain labialized k's. Strictly speaking, introduction of
labialized velar stops into the Avatime phonological inventory makes the phonological
categorization of labialized velar fricatives ambiguous, but within the native vocabulary, the
labialized velar fricatives clearly pattern with the labiovelar stops.
5 I have found no examples of xw in a cluster and only one example of x, viz. xla 'wind, coil'.
The voiceless velar fricatives. both plain and labialized. are relatively infrequent. so this is
probably an accidental gap.
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data also include examples of labiodental and dental consonants with a following
palatal glide,6 e.g., [yo 'drink soup', vya 'implant seeds', k~vyj 'palm oil', tya
'choose', adyamedze 'deere?)', lj.syanc 'hom', zya 'lean', lya 'harden'. There is a
notable absence in these data of velars, labiovelars, and bilabials followed by either
front or back glides. In over 1000 items of nominal and verbal vocabulary in Ford's
and my data, I have found only the two loanwords with k+ w cited in fn. 4, one
example of 1)W+ y (1)wya 'throw' from Ford [1971a:247]), and no examples of
bilabial + y or w other than m w (which is fairly common). Such apparent
systematic gaps aside, it seems necessary to recognize lexical (underived) cases of
C wand C y in A vatime.
There are three plausible analyses for Cw and Cy: (1) they are phonological
units with secondary articulations of labialization and palatalization, respectively;
(2) they are sequences of consonant + glide, exactly as their orthographic representation suggests; (3) they are CV sequences where the V has undergone glide
formation as part of a general process affecting vowels, e.g., obI 'child' + e 'the' --7
[obye] 'the child' (see §3.4). Setting aside the single loanward iikwle 'boat' cited
in fn. 4, Cw and Cy seem never to participate with other consonants in clusters.
Analyses (2) and (3) share the claim that Cwly are sequences rather than units, and
thus, either analysis explains why C wly do not cluster with another consonant.
Viewing C wiyas a sequence also fits with A vatime phontactics in a natural way by
expanding the class of complex syllable onsets from just CI to the more general
class CC[+sonorant, -nasal]. Although many postconsonantal glides can be derived
from non-low vowels, as in the example 'the child' cited just above, there is no
justification, at least in contemporary A vatime, for deriving the glides from vowels
in words such as fwc or [yo. In this paper I will use the following convention to
distinguish apparently underlying glides from glides derived from vowels:
CONVENTION FOR REPRESENTATION OF POSTCONSONANTAL GLIDES:

(1) Underlying glides will be represented as wor y, as in the examples in the
preceding paragraphs.

(2) Glides derived from underlying non-low vowels will be represented as the
underlying vowels but will bear no tone marking. Tone will be marked on the
following vowel, e.g., 6n;) 'person' + e = 6nae 'the person', obie 'the child'.
This convention for representing glides may have importance beyond
distinguishing the underlying sources for glides, viz. it is possible that the original
vowel distinctions are maintained even when the vowels change to glides. Only
6 The nasal ny is written in accordance with the standard pattern of orthography for Ghanaian
languages. Though written as a consonant sequence, it is unquestionably a unitary (alveo)palatal
segment. It can, for example, appear as the first consonant in a cluster, e.g., nyn 'sink,
submerge, drown'.
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instrumental studies will provide a definitive answer, but I observed one aspect of
glide formation that suggests the distinction is preserved. Were the vowel distinctions neutralized, the four back vowels u, ~, 0, a should all be reduced to [w], for
which any phonetic variation could be predicted by environment (as opposed to
features of the source vowel). The same would hold for the parallel front vowels
with respect to the glide [y]. However, I found that usually, if not always, I heard
the [+ ATR] vowel u as the front rounded glide [q] whereas I did not hear any of
the other back round vowels as fronted in this way. During elicitation, I was not
consistent in marking this fronting because it was clearly subphonemic, but in
looking through my notes, I find dozens of cases (counting mUltiple tokens of the
same word) where I did mark it for underlying u, but no cases where I marked it
for the other back vowels. Compare the following examples (Table 2). These are
all nouns plus a definite suffix. I have put a hyphen before the suffix, but the final
CV -V is pronounced as a single syllable. I mark the fronting of u with an umlaut.
Table 2. Fronting of glided [+A TR] high back V but not other glided back V's
u
6bii-e
klbii-e
kelsii-a
kulsii-o

'bee'
'thorn'
'forehead'
'foreheads'

5bu-e
kIfu-c

a

0

~

'god'
'fire'

(no ex. this class)

kumu-o 'oil'

okpo-e

'corpse'

(no ex. this class)
(no ex. this class)
(0, a are elided

6na-e
klqa-c
kaqa-a

by the

-0

'person'
'occiput'
'dove'
suffix)

2.2. Syllable structure. Including Cw/y as sequences, the possible syllable types
in Avatime are V, CV, CGV (G= "glide"), CN (where "I" = [1] or [r], distributed
as noted in §2.1.4), and I?- (syllabic nasal), e.g., a-pl}-la 'clouds' (V-CIV-CV), kpaij
'much, many' (CV -I?-). In In CG and Cl clusters, the C cannot be of the same type
as the following sonorant, i.e., there are no GG clusters and no rl or Ir clusters.
Syllabic nasals appear only word final in ideophones. Syllables of the shape V
occur only word initial. Moreover, it is not possible to have two syllabic vowels in
sequence. When two vowels come in contact, one of three processes takes place:
(i) a glottal stop separates the vowels, e.g., me 'my' + :3kpI5n:3 'table' -+ me
':3kpI5n:3; (ii) one of the vowels is elided, e.g., me 'my' + 5ka 'father' -+ m5ka;
(iii) the first vowel is reduced to a glide-cf. [obye] 'the child' cited above. I return
to processes affecting contiguous vowels in §3.4. All consonants other than In! and
!l/ itself can be the C of a Cl cluster: 7 pIe 'unload', ble 'untie', f1i 'split', l1-vlt-Ic
'morning', mb 'swallow', lrc 'go', dra 'open', sra 'smear', zra 'to smooth', lsrc
'change', dzro 'dilute', nyra 'submerge', l1-kI§-nc 'stone', giu 'sow (rice)', xlii

7 I have found no examples of vi or xwl. I assume that these are accidental gaps.
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'wind, coil', yIa 'vomit', IJIe 'shine', a-kpI5-na 'table', gbIa 'incite', ka-ywDts-;1
'chameleon', s}-IJwIc-st 'mucous', wIo 'bathe', yra 'wither'.
3. Vowels
3.1. Vowel inventory and vowel hamony. Avatime has a nine-vowel system, with
the vowels divided into two groups, differentiated by a feature generally called
"Advanced Tongue Root" (ATR) in West African languages. All 9 vowels may
also have distinctively nasalized variants (see §3.3 for discussion). The oral vowel
system is as follows:
Table 3. A vatime vowels
Front
High
Mid
Low

Central

[+ATR]

[-ATR]

i

j
e

e

[-ATR]

Back
[+ATR]

[-ATR]

u

l!

0

:)

a

The vowels participate in a cross-height vowel harmony system whereby roots and
associated affixes contain only vowels which match for the feature [ATR]. This is
easiest to illustrate with affixes whose vowels vary depending on the [ATR] feature
of the root to which they are attached:

il.i:
ele:
ullJ:
ola:

ela:

fl-gbO-N:/lj-ga-It 'chair'I'year'; bI-bil-welb)-giJ-wc 'thorns'/'wars'; sl-se-sel
s}-Ui-sc 'clay'I'saliva'
(see suffix examples just above; e does not appear in any prefixes); te YW
a m5 yt. 'he knows him'/'he sees him'
ku-belk~-mwc 'tear'I'salt'; ku-tsolk~-p5 'monkeys'/'antelopes'
a-dzeI6-dze 'wife'I'woman'; o-1O-IDla-s5-Ia 'crocodile'I'elephant grass'; wo
pelw3 ga 'you are tired'I'you walked'; e te JYQja m5 w5 'he knows
you'/,he sees you'
ke-tsO/ka-p5 'monkey'I'antelope'; e-gbO-Iala-g3-J;I 'chairs'/'years'; me
selma y5 'I ran'/'I stood up'

e

In the last row, e and a are paired as vowel alternants in prefixes. This pairing is
not based on a [±ATR] differentiation. It is possible that Avatime at one time had
paired low vowels 3/a (a contrast that does exist in some West African languages)
and that 3 fell together with e. However, there is not now any phonetic contrast
between the e paired with c and that paired with a. The following distributional
facts are worth noting:
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(1) Prefixes have only the e/a alternation, suffixes only the e/c alternation.

(2) Suffixes with an a are invariable, even in environments where suffixes with
other vowels do show alternation. 8 Relevant examples are the -1a suffix paired
with the nominal e-Ia- prefix (cf. 'chairs'/'years' illustrating e/a above), the -ba
or -wa suffix paired with the be-Iba- nominal prefix (be-dze-wa/M-dze-wa
'wives'I'women'), the -a suffix paired with the nominal ke-/ka- prefix (ke-zi-al
ka-dz}-a 'bowl'/'hawk'), and the 3rd person plural object pronoun (e te JYW
a m~w§ 'he knows them'/'he sees them').
(3) The e/c alternation is limited to suffixes which are paired with prefixes
having vowels other than e/a and suffixes not paired with prefixes. Relevant
examples are suffixes paired with the prefixes li-m-, ki-Iki-, bi-Ibi-, and si-Isi(cf. examples illustrating il.i above), the suffix -e/-c associated with the
"Class I" prefix 0-1;)- (see 'wife'I'woman' illustrating 0/;) above), and the 1st
and 3rd person singular object pronouns (e te m§/a m5 me 'he knows me'I'he
sees me', e te y§ja m5 y£ 'he knows him'I'he sees him').
These distributional facts have obvious implications for which affixes should be
reconstructed with front mid vowels vs. low vowels. In modern Avatime, however,
these facts and the patterns of vowel harmony in general are frozen as a feature
which cannot be accounted for in phonetic terms and probably not even in purely
phonological terms. Presumably vowels within native A vatime roots would
harmonize, but in practice this is difficult to illustrate because nearly all undecomposable native Avatime roots are monosyllabic, and even those not obviously
decomposable could be frozen compounds comprising roots with different
harmony features. Loanwords retain their original vowels, even where they are
disharmonic, e.g., mango 'mango' and the name of the town Amedz~fe, both from
Ewe, have mixed vowels with respect to the [A TR] feature. Compounds
comprising only native Avatime roots may likewise be disharmonic, e.g., ~sayoB
'place for weaving' < -sa- 'cloth' + yo 'weave'; ked5ne' Avatime man', composed
of the [+ATR] root ked- "Avatime" and the [-ATR] root 6n~ 'person' (cf. kedobie
'Avatime child', where both roots happen to be [+ATRD. Even some Avatime
derivational processes give rise to disharmonic words. Thus, the -b suffix seen on
~sayo1~ 'place for weaving', which is part of a locative noun dervational process,
always has a [-ATR] vowel even though its associated prefix 0-/;)- harmonizes with
the first root of the derived form, e.g., ose1o 'place for running' < se 'run'-cf.
8 The fact that a in such suffixes can have a [+ATR] host suggests that a is a "neutral" vowel for
the feature [ATR]. However, in prefixes, a only cooccurs with [-ATR] hosts, and when a is the
vowel of a root, it always conditions [-ATR] harmony in affixes. I therefore consider a to be a
[-ATR] vowel, and view the "invariable-a" suffixes as being a case of tolerated disharmony. The
[ATR] feature is ultimately a phonetic property, of course, so it should be possible to bring
instrumental data to bear on the [ATR] nature of a.
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oselo 'tree', an underived word which obeys vowel hannony and which differs
from 'place for running' only in the vowel of the suffix.

3.2. The [±A TRl contrast in [+highl vowels. Among previous writers, only
Funke [1909:288-289] recognizes a nine-vowel system. Everyone else analyzes
Avatime as having seven contrasting vowels, i, e, c, a, :J, 0, u, i.e., a system with
no [±ATR] contrast among either the high or low vowels. Kropp [1967:3] says, "In
Avatime there are many words with apparently free alternation between j and e, U
and o. Funke [1909] writes these as two further vowels, but I doubt that this is
necessary." Heine [1968:105] lists seven vowels for Avatime, noting (p. 106),
die nicht nachgewiesen wurden."
"Funke erwahnt zwei weitere Vokale und
Among recent writers, Ford [1971 a: 16] comes closest to recognizing a more
elaborate vowel system. He says, "There are seven oral surface vowels [i, e, e, a, ;),
0, u] .... Ford [1970]9 recognizes the following ten underlying qualities: [i,t e,e
3,a 0,;) u,G)], being pairs of vowels differing on the basis of the feature tongueroot advancing." Though Ford [l971a] has little more to say specifically about the
vowel system, it is clear from his transcriptions that he considers the "tongue-root
advancing" feature to be phonetically neutralized for high and low vowels. Even
Funke [1909], though recognizing nine phonetically distinct vowels, seems equivocal about the status of a contrast within pairs of front and back high vowels.
Aside from the sections where he explicitly discusses the vowel system (pp. 288291), he does not mark the distinction for high vowels, nor does he mark it in
Funke [1910].
Funke's [1909] analysis provides an interesting counterpoint to Ford's [1971a]
account. As noted, Ford set up an underlying contrast between pairs of vowels
which he claimed to be phonetically neutralized for high and low vowels. Funke,
on the other hand, seems to have believed that there was no underlying contrast
between the vowels in any of the pairs il,i, elc, ullJ, o/:J. Rather, the right-hand
vowel of each pair is the phonetic result of a coalescence of the left-hand vowel
with a. His analysis can be illustrated using his statements and examples for IJ
(which he writes u). For each of the vowels,i, c, 1J, :J, he makes a statement such as,
"[u] ist aus ua entstanden" (p. 288); he illustrates this with examples such as kusa
'Kleid' =ku-asa, kude 'Weg' =ku-ede (p. 291).
Funke's illustrations of N + a/ all show the vowel of a noun prefix coalescing
with a putative underlying vocalic prefix on a noun stem. Not only is there no
evidence for such vocalic prefixes at any level, synchronically or historically, 10 but

e

u... ,

9 The bibliography of Ford [1971a] lists Ford [1970], "On vowels and vowel-harmony in
Avatime," unpublished mimeo. I was unable to locate this paper in the Linguistics Department
library at the University of Ghana, and apparently it was never published.
10 Funke's thinking was influenced by Ewe, which he probably knew quite well. He seems to
have believed that Avatime has added its noun class prefixes to word stems that looked like Ewe
nouns, most of which have a canonical VCV structure. In Funke [1909:290] he says, "Da das
continued on next page ...
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in assuming that the [-A TR] vowels derive from N + at, he would have to claim
that every [-ATR] vowel, including those internal to roots, results from a similar
derivation, clearly a reductio ad absurdum. Although Funke's analysis cannot be
accepted, he did recognize a contrast which later writers have denied but which
does exist in modem Avatime, both phonetically and phonologically. What is the
evidence for this contrast?
The most important evidence for the constrast is the fact that i/,i and u/I) are four
phonetically distinct sounds. Funke [1909:288] said of this distinction, "e ... liegt
in der Mitte zwischen e und i. Gewohnlich hart man nur ein enges etwas nach i
hiniiberklingendes e .... is ein weites, offenes u. In rascher Aussprache klingt es
stark nach 0 hintiber." Of course, modem Avatime could have neutralized a
[±ATR] distinction for high vowels that existed at the time when Funke wrote, but
in fact it has not. The vowel distinctions in question are perceptually distinct in
minimal and near minimal pairs such as the following:

u

Table 4. Pairs distinguished (in part) by [A TR] specification for high vowels
[-ATR]

[+ATR]
s]n]se
nn]ne
nbl1~
kG vii vii
nmiin~
k]ba
k]kii

'mushroom'
'soups'
'wound'
'catching'
'lake'
'thorn'
'yam'

s)mJsc
I)nyJnc
ljbI)Jc
kfivl) vI)
ljmfinc
kJffi
k)gfi

'excrement'
'firewoods'
'snail'
'newness'
'unprocessed rice'
'fire'
'war'

The claimed perceptual distinctions here are confirmed by instrumental data.
Maddieson [1995] shows that for a data set comprising single repetitions by a
group of 12 speakers (8 male, 4 female) and multiple repetitions by a single male
speaker, the F1 frequencies of the [-ATR] vowels are significantly higher than for
the corresponding [+ATR] vowels. Moreover, the [-ATR] high vowels have
significantly lower Fl frequencies than the [+ATR] mid vowels, belying a merger
of these vowels implied in the quote from Kropp [1967] in the first paragraph of
this section. F2 frequencies also differ, the [-ATR] high front and back vowels
having lower and higher frequencies respectively than their [+ATR] counterparts,
but again remaining distinct from the [+ATR] mid vowels.
Priifix aus Konsonant und Vokal oder nur aus einem Vokal besteht, so kollidiert bei der
Anftigung an ein Substantiv sein Vokal mit dem vokalischen Anlaut des Substantivs, das (wie im
Ewe) in seiner urspriinglichen Form nur aus einer Silbe, und zwar Konsonant + Vokal mit einem
tieftonigen Vokal (a, e, 0) als Anschlag oder Anlaut, besteht."
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The transcription practices of previous researchers demonstrate that they, too,
must have been hearing the distinctions here, though they did not use the [±ATR]
label. Funke, quoted above, noted the phonetic similarity between the [-ATR] high
vowels and the [+ATR] mid vowels, but in most of his work he wrote i for both his
"j" and "i/' and u for both his "u" and "ii". Kropp noted what she considered to be
"free alternation" between vowels in .the pairs i/e and ufo. However, it is not the
case in her transcription practice that this "free alternation" takes place in all
lexical items. Rather, it is strongly skewed toward those which have [-ATR]
harmony. This can be illustrated, as in Table 5, from Kropp's [1967] list in the
following way: For most nouns, Kropp gives both the singular and the plural
forms. In many singular/plural class pairs, the singular class prefix has a high
vowel whereas the corresponding plural has a mid or low vowel, or vice versa.
Kropp and other writers are relatively consistent in noting [±A TR] distinctions
among mid and low vowels.
Table 5. Kropp's [1967] transcription of [-ATR] high vowels
Prefix pair

as written,
Kropp

#of
cases

example word

(1967)

ii-Ie- [+ATR)
~i-Ia- [-ATR)

o-li- [+ATR)

:J-I}- [-ATR)

li-/ele-/eii-/ale-/ao-/io-/e-

17

:J-/i-

18
11
3

:J-/eku-Ibe- [+ATR) ku-/beko-/bekl,l-Iba- [-ATR) ku-/bako-/bake-Iku-[ +ATR] ke-/kuke-/koka-/kuka-Ikl,l- [-ATR]
ka-/ko-

li-ne/e- 'tooth'; Funke iine-ne/e-

0
18
11
17
2

li-ny:J/a- 'nose'; Funke linY:J-nelale-qba/a- 'life'; Funke liqbii
o-le/i- 'neck, voice'; Funke ole-Iolio-pi/e- 'tail'; Funke opi-no/io-tsri/e- 'okra'; Funke otsre-no/i:J-na/i- 'heart'; Funke :Jna-n:Jli:J-kele/e- 'leg'; Funke :Jkli-Ioliku-de/ be- 'road'; Funke kudel be-

0
9

3
7

ku-ka/ba- 'fence'; Funke kukalbako-nya/ba- 'bow'; Funke kuny-aibake-zi/ku- 'plate, bowl'; Funke kezi-alku-

0
9
5

ka-g3/ku- 'bush fowl'; Funke kag5lkuka-wala-mc/ko- 'palm'; Funke kawlamclku-

For the majority of words in Kropp's list, we can thus determine whether a root is
[+ATR] or [-ATR] from the plural (or singular) prefix containing the mid or low
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vowel. For example, the Ji-m- singular class is paired with the e-/a- plural class,
where the left-hand variant is [+ATR] and the right is [-ATR], e.g., ligbi5Je/egbi5Ja
'chair' with the [+ATR] vowel /0/ in the root vs. l}.v5Jtliiv5];1 'mud' with the
[-ATR] vowel /D/ in the root. I counted all examples of the relevant class pairs in
Kropp [1967] where she provided both singular and plural forms. Table 5 above
summarizes the results. The fourth column compares Kropp's transcriptions with
those in Funke [1910]. I have written Funke's s< and Q as c and D, respectively, and
I have omitted tone marking from both sources since neither source has a
consistently applied tone marking system, and tone is not relevant to the point at
hand in any case. I have given just the prefix for the plural. Funke's citations
usually have a definite marking suffix as well as a prefix whereas Kropp's citations
have no suffixes.
These figures for Kropp [1967] can be summarized as follows:
Total high vowel prefixes written as high vowels in [+ATR] words: 44/46 (96%)
(4%)
Total high vowel prefixes written as mid vowels in [+ATR] words: 2/46
Total high vowel prefixes written as high vowels in [-ATR] words: 54/84 (64%)
Total high vowel prefixes written as mid vowels in [-ATR] words: 30/84 (36%)
I made a similar count for the Avatime items which Heine [1968:212-257] cites
in his comparative wordlist, with the results summarized below: 11
Total high vowel prefixes written as high vowels in [+ATR] words: 18/18 (100%)
Total high vowel prefixes written as mid vowels in [+ATR] words: 0/18
(0%)
Total high vowel prefixes written as high vowels in [-ATR] words: 17/25 (68%)
Total high vowel prefixes written as mid vowels in [-ATR] words: 8/25 (32%)
These figures show that both Kropp and Heine transcribed about 1/3 of the
prefixes with high vowels as mid vowels when they were attached to [-ATR] roots,
but in [+ATR] roots Kropp transcribed only 2 out of 46 high vowels as mid and
Heine none.1 2 In contrast to Kropp's and Heine's practice, Funke [1909, 1910]
and Ford [1971a] transcribe only i and u in the relevant prefixes. These differences
in transcriptions for the various writers and the fact that the Kropp's and Heine's
variation between high and mid vowels occurs almost exclusively with [-ATR]
roots has only one explanation, viz. high vowels in [-ATR] words differ in some
way from those in [+ATR] words.

11 In his comparative wordlist, Heine [1968] sometimes used citations from other sources, esp.
Funke [1910]. where he lacked the relevant item in his own materials. I have counted only those
items which Heine did not attribute to some other source.
12 The smaller absolute number of [+ATR] roots as compared to [-ATR] roots holds across the
entire Avatime lexicon. In my list of 315 underived nouns, 146 (46%) are [-AIR], 101 (32%) are
[+ATR], and 68 (22%) are disharmonic. The latter are all loanwords.
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Casali [1994] discusses the reduction of 9 vowel systems to 7 vowel systems in
Niger-Congo languages, generally by neutralizing the [±ATR] distinction in the
high vowels. He further lists several examples of languages which were originally
described as having 7 vowel systems but which turned out to have 9 vowel
systems, a list to which Avatime could be added. Casali's explanation for why 9
vowel systems would reduce to 7 vowel systems is auditory rather than articulatory, as has been proposed in most discussions of this subject. He says, "Acoustic
studies have revealed that in a number [of languages with Cross Height Vowel
Harmony systems], the first and second formant values of [l] and [(i)] compare very
closely with those of [e] and [0] ... A natural outcome of this sort of acoustic
overlap might be that at some point, children learning such a language would fail to
detect the contrast between the two pairs and consequently merge them in the
grammar they construct "(p. 9). This auditory, rather than articulatory explanation
for historical vowel mergers would account for why researchers have not been
consistent in hearing and transcribing vowel distinctions in Avatime and the
languages which Casali lists. Although English and German, the native languages
of the researchers on Avatime, have an articulatory distinction of at least four
vowel heights among non-low vowels, the primary difference between the [+ATR]
and [-A TR] vowels is not height, but rather is an auditory quality distinction,
generally accounted for as an effect of advancing or retracting the tongue root (but
see Fulop, Kari and Ladefoged [1995], who question the universality of the [ATR]
gesture as the basis for West African vowel harmony systems).
Because the auditory properties based on [ATR] do not correspond in a direct
way to the tongue height distinctions of European languages, it is not surprising
that European researchers have also shown some inconsistency in transcribing
Avatime mid vowels. Kropp [1967] sometimes transcribes the [+ATR] front mid
vowel e as i, e.g., 'okra' in Table 5 (cf. Heine a-tsre'), a-nilbe- 'mother' (Funke
anelbe-, cf. Heine a-ne), ke-dzilku- 'rat' (Funke kedzelku-). (A casual perusal of
Kropp's list has not revealed parallel examples of u written for a.) Though not as
pervasive as variation in high vowel transcriptions, there are also examples where
writers have transcribed [+ATR] mid vowels in place of [-ATR] mid vowels or
vice versa, e.g., Funke IibIe 'snail' (root should be -bIe as can be seen by the
[-ATR] plural prefix in a-bIe [sic]), Kropp ke-tu 'forehead' (should be ke-tuthere are no prefixes containing c), Heine c-nyi' 'names' (should be e-nYI).
Significantly, none of the writers who show variation in their vowel transcriptions
were aware of (or at least did not describe) a vowel harmony system for Avatime.
Like these writers, I had difficulty in consistently distinguishing the [±ATR] vowel
pairs, but often a "disharmonic" transcription on my part would lead me to recheck
items and, on rehearing, to detect what, for me, were subtle quality differences. 13
13 I have had the same perceptual problem with mid vowels in Ewe and Wolof, both of which
have seven vowel systems and at least vestigial [ATRJ vowel harmony. I might note that I also
have the corresponding production problem. In working on Ewe and Wolof, both of which I have
continued on next page ...
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This comment leads to the final piece of evidence that the [±ATR] distinction
between high vowels is alive and well in modem Avatime, viz. native speaker
intuition. What I described as "subtle quality differences" were categorical for
Chris Bubuama, the speaker with whom I worked most. In my first few field work
sessions, before I was atuned to the sounds of Avatime and before I had worked
out the system of noun class affixes, I made such transcriptions as 1exwaJc 'bone'
instead of lJxwa1c, kc~k1ew! 'toe' instead of 1(iklJw). Chris Bubuama showed
considerable interest in Ian Maddieson's and my work on his language and
watched as we transcribed his utterances. In examples such as those just mentioned
(and several times later as field work progressed), he corrected my incorrect e's to
i's. He is literate in Ewe and is therefore familiar with symbols particular to Ewe
orthography. For example, he knew the orthographic distinctions between o/a and
etc, and it was he who pointed out to me that the -Ja suffix on locative nouns,
mentioned in the last paragraph of §3.1, is invariable when he saw that I was more
or less mechanically transcribing it as -10 or -b depending on the [ATR] value of
the stem vowel. The segment inventory of Ewe and A vatime are quite similar
except that Ewe has a 7 vowel system. Chris was thus unfamiliar with any special
symbol for [ -ATR] high vowels, but he was insistent that the vowels in question be
written with a high vowel symbol rather than a mid.
3.3. Phonologically distinctive nasalization. A vatime has a phonological
distinction between nasalized vowels and their non-nasalized counterparts. This
distinction is disappearing, a process which has probably been going on for some
time. Funke's [1910] vocabulary contains examples of the following nasalized
vowels:
a: za 'be ripe', lik1a-ne 'stone'
e: k1e 'shine', kedze 'rat', kude (pI. bede-ma) 'road'
c: se 'leave, go out', 1iuc(pi. aue)14 'guilt'
5: m5 'see', kut5 'urine'
1: tsyitsy1 'red'
a: va 'catch', liga-ne (ega-na) 'palm kernel', 1ivu-ne (evu-na) 'nest'
Q: kuku (pI. baku) 'spear', lisa (pI. asa) 'worm', kig6-ie 'war'15
tried to use at least minimally as spoken languages, and during field work on Avatime, I have
never been able produce a "convincing" distinction between the pairs of mid vowels. This is
almost surely a result of my attempting to use a vowel height distinction based on English
vowels in place of a quite different articulatory gesture.
14 Funke writes e rather than c in this and a number of other examples. However, the plural
yrefix a- rather than e- shows that the root is conditioning [-ATR] vowel harmony.
5 Funke [1910] does not mark the distinction between [+ATR] and [-ATR] high vowels. In the
words for 'spear' and 'worm', the plural prefixes ba- and a- rather than be- and e- show that the
roots are [-ATR] and must therefore contain {i rather than U. The word for 'war' does not
continued on next page ...
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In Funke [1910], nasalized a is by far the most frequently occurring nasalized
vowel; 1!J and e are the least frequent (most apparent examples of e in Funke's list
can be shown to be e-see fn. 14). I could find no examples of 0 in Funke's list,
and the word for 'red' was the only unequivocal example I found of 1 or .I Other
examples of nasalized high front vowels raise questions. For example, Funke gives
slml-sc 'Kot', with a nasalized vowel, but simi-sc 'Exkrement', clearly the same
word, but without nasalization marked on the vowel. Similarly, he gives ana'
kpikpl 'Neger' ("person black"), with a nasalized vowel on the adjective, but
kpikpi 'black', with no nasalization marked. In the first pair of examples, the
preceding nasal consonant probably plays a role. Indeed, in modern Avatime there
is some perseverative nasalization on vowels following nasal consonants, 16 though
in the majority of words containing nasal consonants, Funke does not mark
nasalization on vowels following the nasals. There is no phonetic explanation, such
as a contiguous nasal consonant, for why Funke heard nasalization in ana' kpikpl
vs. kpikpi.
The foregoing remarks suggest that even at the time Funke was working, early
in this century, phonologically distinctive vowel nasalization was not a phonetically prominent feature of the vowel system. For recent generations of speakers, it
seems to have nearly disappeared. Ian Maddieson and I, working both together and
independently with Avatime speakers, found only three words in the nominal
vocabulary with unconditioned nasalization, and the roots of these words are all
borrowings from Ewe: iakle 'leopard' « Ewe lakle), :3-kwc 'soap' « Ewe k5e)
and s}-gc-se 'Gil language' « Ewe gt). I did find a few verbs with nasalized
vowels, including the two in Table 6 which show near minimal contrast with words
which lack nasalization. Nasalization must therefore still play at least a marginal
phonological role. Citations are the verbal nouns, which are in the KU class; the
first pair bears the definite suffix -0.
Table 6. Pairs contrasting nasalized and non-nasalized vowels
Non-nasalized

Nasalized
kiitsits16
kl,lzal"i

'be red'
'be ripe, be fair-skinned'

kl,ltsi t5.1:3
kiJzaza

'cut off'
'pass'

provide morphological evidence for its [-ATR] status, but Ian Maddieson and I used this word
extensively in our work in checking [ATRJ in high vowels.
16 Defmite suffixes for several classes have alternate forms, one with a non-nasal consonant, one
with a nasal, e.g., lJ-xwa-ltla-xwa-la 'bone/bones' vs. lJ-mwa-nCia-mwa-na 'breast!breasts'.
This alternation was originally conditioned by whether or not the preceding vowel was nasalized,
whether through distinctive nasalization or perseverative nasalization from a preceding nasal
consonant. See Schuh [1995] for further discussion.
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Funke [1910] shows nasalization on both nasalized words here; Ford [1971a:
69,251] shows it on 'be ripe' but not on 'be red'. I have two recorded tokens of the
latter. In one, the nasalization is all but inaudible, and in both tokens, I hear it as
clearly emerging only on the -0 suffix. Ford [1971a], in his appendix of 383 verbs,
marks only 9 verbs as having nasalized vowels. Of these 9, 2 have the vowel c, and
the other 7 have a, corresponding to the distribution already evident in Funke's
material, which showed unconditioned nasalization to be most common among
non-high, [-ATR] vowels. Many of the verbs which Funke marks with nasalized
vowels do not have nasalized vowels in Ford's list, e.g., Funke ke, Ford ke 'be
sated, have enough to eat'; Funke lst, Ford lsi!7 'peel'; Funke kle, Ford kle
'shine'. Note the vowel differences in the first two, where nasalization apparently
conditioned a lowering effect, which Funke transcribed as a phonological vowel
feature.
In short, distinctive nasalization remains as part of Avatime vowel phonology,
but it seems to be playing a less prominent role than in earlier times and is difficult
to document for the full vowel inventory.
3.4. Processes affecting juxtaposed vowels. Vowels frequently come together
across morpheme boundaries. Avatime does not allow consecutive vowels to form
separate syllable peaks. This is avoided using one of three strategies: (i) both
vowels remain as syllable peaks with a glottal stop initiating the second syllable,
e.g., YawD '5ge 'Yawo's animal'; (ii) one of the two vowels is elided, e.g., fmc +
5ka! ~ m5ka 'my father'; (iii) high or mid vowels followed by unlike vowels
change to the corresponding glide to form a C + glide syllable onset, e.g., /kezl + a/
~ [kezy~] 'the basket', /kag5 + a/ ~ [kagwa] 'the bushfowl'. Avatime does not
exploit a fourth possibility, viz. vowel coalescence resulting in a monophthong
different from either of the source vowels (la + i/ ~ [e], etc.).
The choice of strategy depends in part on the type of phrase boundary separating the vowels, in part on the specific construction, and in part on the vowels
themselves. I have not looked systematically at the possible phrase types where
vowels could abut, nor have I systematically checked acceptability of the various
strategies in particular environments depending on factors such as speech tempo,
stylistic level, etc. The following observations therefore point in research directions
to be further explored.
Strategy (i) is possible only when a word boundary separates the two vowels,
i.e., the strategy of inserting a glottal stop is not possible at the level of a clitic or
affix boundary. The number of environments where vowels could come together
across word boundaries is large. If, however, strategy (i) comes into play at fairly
17 This root actually contains the [-ATR] high front vowel, i.e., ts/ This is evident in the vowel
harmony pattern of clitics, e.g., rna ts.I 'I peeled' rather than me ... as would be the case with a
[+ATR] root.
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low level syntactic phrasal boundaries, one can assume that vowels coming
together across higher level boundaries would likewise be subject to strategy (i)
rather than strategies (ii) or (iii), which clearly show tighter phonological phrasing.
I found strategy (i) to apply in at least the following environments:
Possessor + possessed: YawQ' age 'Yawo's animal', bJ6 'age 'our animal'
Preposition + complement: ni' :Jkp1an5-va 'on the table' ("at table-topside")
Verb + object: 18 e vu 'age 'he caught the animal'
Subject + verbal agreement clitic: :Jkp1an:J' e keme 'the table is big'
These examples and all others that I have checked are from elicited data. I have not
investigated examples of rapid or casual speech to see whether it would be possible
to apply strategies (ii) or (iii) in these environments. However, I have many
examples of all the types above, and in some cases I asked speakers to repeat
utterances in a rapid relaxed manner. With the exception of possessive pronoun +
possessed object (about which more below), I found only strategy (i) to apply. I
therefore believe that it is safe to say that even if some sort of vowel elision or
coalescence is an option in environments such as these, it is not nearly as pervasive
as it is in a language such as Yoruba.
At clitic boundaries, the choice between strategies (ii) and (iii) depends on the
interaction of several factors, including the specific vowels, the position of the
vowel (V 1 or V2), the specific morphemes, and stylistic factors. Some environments show variation. One environment where variation does not appear to exist is
the construction Noun + Definite Suffix. Several noun classes have definite
suffixes which are only a vowel, and when this vowel is suffixed to a noun, the
vowel contact phenomena are invariable. This morphological context shows a
skewing which exists in all other contexts involving only clitic boundaries, viz.
only the low and mid vowels occur in V2 position. Table 7 outlines the relevant
data. It turns out that in Avatime, there are almost no vocalic affixes which begin in
a high vowel and which could follow another vowel. The only exception that I
know of is the plural noun class prefix 1- (see Table 8b for an example).

18 The illustration here is of Verb + Object Noun. In many languages, Verb + Object Pronoun
constitutes a lower level phrasal boundary than Verb + Noun and hence would be a candidate for
strategy (ii) or (iii). However, all object pronouns/clitics in Avatime begin in consonants and thus
never involve juxtaposed vowels.
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Table 7. Vowel contact processes between noun final vowels and definite
suffixes
Noun class

Final V Suffix

Result

KA-

a
0
E

a
wa
a
wa
ya
a (KU-)

a

U
I
KU-,

KU-

a

0

0
E
U
I

0-, KI-

a
0
E
U
I

E,E

Example

kawa + a
kag5 + a
kelede + a
ketsu + a
kez) + a
k~sa +0
o (KU-) k1).wa+ 0
0
k\in5 + 0
0
kude + 0
wO
k1).m\i + 0
yO
kudrowl + 0
51a + E
E
lq.dza + E
5n1).v:) + E
I wE
lq.g5 + E
E
ove+E
kjde + E
wE
5z\i + E
k)ku + E
yE
obI +E
kinlbl + E

~
~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~
~

~
~

I

~
~

~
~

~
~
~
~
~

'the axe'
'the bushfowl'
'the nape'
'the forehead'
'the bowl'
'the cloth'
'the axe'
k~wa
k(in:J
'the flour'
'the road'
kudo
'the oil'
killnua
k~dr"owi6 'the dogs'
51t
'the metal'
k}dzc
'the rat'
'the child'
5n~vat
'the occiput'
k}gac
Dve
'the mouse'
'the mortar'
k.idt
'the fly'
5zut
k}kue
'the yam'
'the baby'
Dbie
kin]bie
'the eye'
kawa
kagaa
keJeda
ketsua
kezia
kllSa

With that limitation on environments in mind, the following generalizations
emerge for V + Definite Suffix:
(1) Vi + Vi --+ Vi, where frontlback and height features are the same for each Vi.

(See below for discussion of [ATR] specifications of contiguous vowels.)
(2) Fate ofV2: Retained, except for the singular KU- class, where -a + 0 --+ a.

(3) Fate of V]:

(a) High vowels are always retained in the form of a glide.
(b) a is elided by both E and 0 except for the case noted in (2).
(c) 0 is retained in the form of a glide.
(d) E is elided by both a and o.
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A second environment where strategy (ii) is applied in an invariant way is
Possessive Pronoun + Kin Term. Below is a full paradigm for the noun 5kcl
'father'. The accompanying paradigm of pronouns makes it clear which vowel is
elided.
Table 8a. Vowel elision with possessive pronouns
Possessed Noun

Independent Pronouns

Singular

Plural

Singular Plural

1

m5hl

2
3

w5kfl
yeka

b15ka
m15ka
baka

me
w5
ye

b15
m15

bci

These are the only accepted pronunciations for these possessive constructions, i.e.,
*me '5kfl (application of strategy (i)) and *my5kfl (application of strategy (iii)) are
both unacceptable. This is the only complete possessive paradigm I collected for
kin terms. Funke's [1909:303] paradigms show the same pattern of vowel elisions.
Funke [1909:303-304] gives further relevant examples. First, he notes that with
plural kin terms, the b- of the be-/ba- prefix is elided, such that the vowel of the
pronoun comes in contact with the vowel of the prefix. He also gives examples of
three non-kin terms from classes with vocalic prefixes. 19 Below are Funke's full
paradigms. I have omitted his tone marking and replaced his s< and Q with e and D,
respectively.
Table 8b. Possessive paradigms from Funke [1909]

IS
2S
3S
IP
2P
3P

bakaba

one

beneba

agba

DnyD

inyD

'fathers'

'mother'

'mothers'

'houses'

'time'

'times'

makaba
waakaba
yeakaba
blakaba
mlakaba
bakaba

mone
wone
yene
blone
mlone
bane

meneba
wDeneba
yeneba
bbeneba
mbeneba
beneba

magba
wagba
yagba
blagba
mlagba
bagba

mDnyD
wDnyD
yDnyD
bbnya
mbnya
banYD

menYD
wanya
yenya
bbnyD
mbnya
benYD

I cannot verify Funke's forms from my own data, and some of his forms do raise
questions. For example, the [+ATR] vowel of 3rd sg. ye for 'his fathers', 'his
mother' is suspect since the possessive pronouns (actually the independent pro19 In my own field work, I also found vowel elision to be a possibility for non-kin terms, e.g.,

mc' 5gt = m5gt 'my animal', but I collected no full paradigms.
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nouns) normally have invariant [-ATRJ vowels (cf. ye in 'his mothers', even where
the root is [+ATR]). In the same way, 3rd plural be/be ('their mothers'/'their
times ') seem aberrant since invariable ba would be expected in every case.
Nonetheless, certain generalizations emerge, some of which jibe with those for
definite suffixes, some of which do not:
(1) Vi + Vi

~ Vi,

where frontlback and height features are the same for each Vi.

(2) Fate ofV2:

(a) Non-high vowels are retained, except for (i) any vowel after a and (ii) 0
after 3rd sg. ye in kin terms.
(b) The high vowel i is elided. As noted above, this situation, where an 1- class
noun follows a possessive pronoun, is the only case I know of where a high
vowel can be V2 across a clitic boundary.

(3) Fate of VI:
(a) a as V 1 elides any following vowel.
(b) 0 is retained in the form of a glide except in non-kin terms before a.
(c) E is elided by following 0 and a, except for 3rd sg. ye before 0 in kin
terms, where 0 is elided, and ye before a in kin terms, where E is retained
as a glide.
The next environment to be considered is N + postposItIOn where the
postposition has the shape -VCV. Avatime expresses most locative relational
concepts like 'in', 'on', 'under', etc. with postpositional clitics. Most of these
clitics have the structure -CV, e.g., kposi~-me 'in the bowl', kposi~-su 'beside the
bowl'. One postpositional clitic, -ese 'under', has the shape VCV and, hence,
creates an environment for vowel contact processes. With this postposition, the
final vowel of the noun, regardless of its frontness and height, nearly always elides
the -e- of the postposition-from a list of 21 nouns that I elicited with the
postposition, 11 nouns ended in a vowel other than e/e, and in only one case was
the vowel of the postposition retained (as a glide), viz. :Jt:Js)l:Jese 'under the
mat' .20 Below are examples of each of the possible vowel combinations with this
postposition.

20 I did not check to see whether :3(:35.1155e, with elision of -e-, was possible, though I am
reasonably confident that it would be. As seen in Table 9, the [+ATR] vowel 0 elides e. [ATR]
specification never seems to be a factor in choice of vowel contact strategies.
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Table 9. Vowel elision with the postposition -ese 'under'

e

c

il.i

(See discus- kpos7
kikue
sion below.) 'a bowl'
'the yam'
kikuese
kpos7se
'under the yam'
'under the bowl'

u/I}

0

a

oVa
'a car'
oyase
'under a car'

ovalo
'the car'
oyalose
'under the car'

s7wa
'wass'
s7wase
'under grass'

The second column in Table 9 raises the issue of what happens under strategy
(ii) when the vowels in contact differ only in [ATR] specification-in this case,
where the noun ends in the [-ATR] vowel c, which is in contact with the [+ATR]
-e- of the postposition. The predominance of data suggests that it is the [ATR]
specification of the second vowel which prevails, even where that vowel is the one
elided by vowels differing in features other than [ATR]. In the paradigm I collected
for the postposition -ese, the following examples emerged: k/dese 'under the
mortar' (kJde), b/dawese 'under the mortars' (b/dawe), s}was~s~ 'under the grass'
(.s:7wase), .s:7yasese 'under the hair' (.s:7yast). The paradigm for 'mother' in Table 8b
also shows this pattern for [ATR], e.g., w~ + one ~ wone 'your mother'. The
pattern for [ATR] assignment parallels the pattern for tone assignment when two
syllables bearing different tones are reduced to a single syllable by strategy (ii) or
(iii}--cf. examples here and further discussion in §4. However, a few examples in
the available data show the opposite [ATR] assignment. Thus, in the postposition
paradigm I collected I found the following: b/dcse 'under yams' (bide), b)kuwcse
'under slingshots' (b)kuwt 21 ). Likewise, the phrases mc/yc + -eneba ~ m c/
ycneba 'my/his mothers' from Funke in Table 8b show the [-A TR] vowel to
predominate. In short, although the preponderance of available examples show a
pattern V[aATR] + V[-aATR] ~ V[-aATR], the issue requires further investigation.
The final class of cases involving strategies (ii) and (iii) are the indefinite -V ta
and the proximal demonstrative -Vya. 22 The "V" in these nominal modifiers
varies depending on the class of the noun to which they are appended.
21 This is the plural of the word klku6 'rubber', which is a [+ATR] root. The expected plural
definite suffix would thus be - we, not - wc. It is possible that I have mistranscribed the vowel
both in the citation form and the form with the postposition, but the noun alone is repeated
several times on the tape, and in the postposition constructions, differences in the vowels are
easy to hear, inasmuch as they are in adjacent syllables.
22 Both Funke [1909:308] and Ford [1971a:24-25] report the indefinite, but both describe it as a
separate word with a full prefix which can be reduced to -V -, e.g., "kid::>' kit::>, kurz kid6t::> ein
Ding" (Funke, p. 308). The only forms Chris Bubuama ever volunteered were the -VCV forms
reported here, and Ford's description suggests that his forms with full prefixes are abstract
underlying forms which surface as in Table 10. Neither Funke nor Ford give a full paradigm for
all noun classes. Funke does not list any forms that resemble the demonstratives here-his only
demonstrative examples (p. 308) list a form ctsyia, which takes a full nominal prefix. Ford
continued on next page ...
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Table 10. Vowels with indefinite and proximal demonstrative suffixes
Class &
suf. vowel
BA-, a
BA-, a
KA-, a
A-, a

Both vowels retained

beveat5 'mice'
ba~iaya 'tho palm trees'
keziaya 'tho bowl'
egliat5 'some walls'
KU-, 0
kiJ.~i6t5 'a palm tree'
kiizioya 'tho bowls'
KU-, 0
k)gl}cya 'tho war'
Kl-, E
BI-, E
b]kucya 'tho yams'
LI-, E
lj~icya 'tho palm nut'
(L)I-23, E IJpoeya 'tho doors'
SI-, E
slm/cya 'tho excrement'
(no examples)
O-,E
0-, E(?)25 opoeya 'tho door'

[V 1] elided

[V2] elided

badz[cjat5 'women'
bed[ejaya 'tho roads'
(no examples)
egJ[iJaya 'tho walls'
kild[e]5ya 'tho road'
kvw[aj5ya 'tho axes'
(no examples)
(no examples)
ljb[a]Cya 'tho hoe'
(no examples)
s]w[ajtt';) 'grass'
Iy[ajcya 24 'tho knife'
(no examples)

(no examples)
bede[ajt5 'roads'
kez][ajt5 'a bowl'
(no examples)
kilde[Djt3 'a road'
kiiz][:Jjt5 'bowls'
k]ku[Djt5
b}glj.[c jt5 'wars'
(no examples)
IJp6[cJt5 'doors'
s}wa[cjya 'tho grass'
5ga[cjt5 'an animal'
op6[ejt5 'a door'

Not included in the table are cases where the stem final vowel of the noun is the
same as the vowel of the suffix. As in other vowel hiatus environments, the
resultant vowel is a vowel with the same frontlback and height features as the
source vowels, e.g., aMt5 'hoes', k.1dtt5 'a mortar', avet5 'a mouse'. For [+ATR]
roots, as in the case of 'a mouse', I have usually transcribed a [+ATR] result
vowel. This would seem to contradict the generalization discussed above under
Table 9. It may be that I have mistranscribed some of these vowels, or it may be
the case that it is actually the [+ATR] VI which elides V2, the more common
direction for elision.
Although the data in Table 10 suggest a chaotic situation, examination of details
reveals that certain combinations of vowel position are strong predictors of result
vowels. In assembling data on indefinite and demonstrative suffixes, I elicited a
total of 78 tokens. A numerical tabulation of the possibilities in the respective
columns of the table immediately shows strong tendencies:
[1971a] does not discuss demonstratives, and Ford [1971 b) lists only a set of prefixes said to be
used on demonstratives, but no full demonstrative forms nor noun phrases with demonstratives.
23 All sources on Avatime give an 1- plural class pairing with the 0- singular class. Chris
Bubuama accepted the 1- prefix and sometimes volunteered it, but his normal prefix for this class
was LI-. The vowel of the indefinite and demonstrative suffixes is E in either case.
24 The word Iya 'knife' does not have a prefix. All prefixless nouns in Avatime belong to the 0singular and BA- plural classes in terms of their agreement patterns.
25 The example in the first column is the only example from my data where the vowel of the
suffix shows up. The vowel E seems questionable as the class vowel for these suffixes. In all
other classes, the class vowel of the indefinite and demonstrative suffixes is the same as the
vowel in the definite suffixes (see Table 7).
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VI =V2
Both V's remain, VI
Elision of V2
Elision of V I
TOTAL

~

glide

20
23
26

--.2
78

These figures show, first, that there is an overwhelming preference to preserve V I,
whether or not V 2 is elided. The specific vowel combinations where V I is elided
reveal further skewing:
a+E~E

E+a~a

3
4

O+E~E

0
0
0

E+O~O

2

a+O~O
O+a~a

(cf. a + E ~ a, 6 cases)
(cf. E + a ~ E, 0 cases)
(cf. a + 0 ~ a,3 cases)
(the only 2 cases of 0 + a
(cf. 0 + E ~ 0,3 cases)
(cf. E + 0 ~ E, 1 case)

~

Oa)

These figures suggest a strength hierarchy among non-high vowels, such that a > 0
> E. Even in the face of the strong preference for V2 to elide, all elisions in
combinations E + a are resolved in favor of a, showing a> E (there are two cases
where no elision takes place, with E retained as a glide). In E + 0, 2 out of 3 cases
of are resolved in favor of 0, showing 0> E (there are no cases where E is retained
as a glide). Although there are no cases of 0 + a being resolved in favor of a, there
are also no cases of a being elided in this configuration, and moreover, in a + 0, a
always prevails, showing a > O. The one "aberrant" figure is the three cases of E
prevailing in a + E, where the "weaker" vowel prevails in the "weaker" environment. I have no account for this other than to note that throughout this discussion,
we are speaking of tendencies, and even here the tendency for a to dominate E is
evident in the fact that a prevails over E in twice as many cases of a + E as E
prevails over a. This apparent hierarchy of strength jibes with the observations for
nouns + definite suffix (Table 7), where we find that E is elided before both a and
0, and that in one case, 0 in V2 position is elided in favor of a, even though
elsewhere V 2 is retained with definite suffixes.
The high vowels do not appear as V2 with indefinite and demonstrative
suffixes, so it is not possible to compare symmetric V I + V 2 cases. In the data
sample, there were 2 cases of -I + E ~ 1 and no cases of -I + 0 ~ I. There were 4
cases of -u + E ~ U; I had no examples of -U followed by the other non-high
vowels. The single case of high VI eliding was 1 + a ~ a. However, in most
combinations of high vowel + non-high vowel, both vowels were retained, with the
high vowel becoming a glide. Thus, compared to mid vowels, there is a tendency
toward gliding high vowels in preference to elision.
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VI or V2 elided
VI glided

7

2

3
4

7

4

9

7
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As with non-high vowels, the behavior of high vowels jibes with the data for noun

+ defmite suffix (Table 7), where high vowels are always retained as glides.
We have examined four environments where contiguous vowels reduce to one
syllable nucleus, either through elision of one of the vowels or by changing V 1 to a
glide, which then becomes part of a complex syllable onset. The strategy chosen in
any individual cases depends on a combination of the specific morphemes, the
types of morpheme junctures, the positions of the respective vowels, and the
qualities of the vowels. We can summarize with the following observations:
(1) Specific morphemes: Specific morphemes may dictate application of
strategies which run counter to otherwise more general principles. We have
seen two cases: (i) the definite suffix -0 of the KU - singular class, which is
elided by a preceding a, even though all other definite suffix vowels are
retained, including the -0 of the KU - plural class; (ii) the 3rd singular possessive pronoun ye, which retains the front vowel when prefixed to kin terms,
even though the same vowel of the 1st singular me follows the more general
process of being elided in this environment.
(2) Vowels with identical front/back and height features: Regardless of
morphological environment, Vi + Vi ~ Vi, where frontlback and height
features are the same for each Vi. Other possibilities, e.g., conversion of VIto
a glide or a long result vowel,26 never occur in Avatime. When like vowels are
contracted in this way, there is an apparent tendency to retain the [ATR]
specification of V2.
(3) Elision of VI or V2 as a function of type of morphological juncture: When
the elision option is chosen, the four environments examined show clear
differences in preference for eliding V 1 or V2. For the definite suffixes and
nouns following possessive pronouns, the preferred option is to elide VI; for
the postposition and the indefinite and demonstrative suffixes, the preferred
option is to elide V2. There are good reasons for this. The definite suffixes all
consist of a vowel alone. Were that vowel elided, morpheme identity would
thus be lost, aside from possible tonal cues. In the possessive constructions, V2
is the stem initial vowel of the noun, i.e., its class prefix. Again, important

26 Vowels can be lengthened in Avatime for stylistic purposes. In an early field work session
when I was eliciting noun + demonstrative constructions, I was given forms such as ligbowa
'this chair', with a lengthened intial vowel in the suffix. This vowel clearly has not been
lengthened through vowel elision because the final stem vowel of the noun is also present.
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information would be obscured by elision of this vowel, whereas the possessive
pronouns all remain distinct from one another solely on the basis of their
consonants. Elision of their vowels results in no information loss. On the other
hand, in both the case of the postposition and the indefinite and demonstrative
determiners, the intial vowels of these affixes (= V2) are not necessary to retain
morpheme identity-in the case of the indefinites and demonstratives, the
vowels are even predictable based on the class of the noun to which they are
affixed.
(4) Vowel strength hierarchy among non-high vowels: When both VI and V2
are non-high vowels, there is a tendency for the affected vowel to be elided
rather than to be converted to a glide (with a, glide formation is not even an
option). Both in constructions with definite suffixes, where V I is more
frequently elided than V2, and in constructions with with indefinite and
demonstrative determiners, where V 2 is more frequently elided than V I, there
is a dominance hierarchy a > 0 > E.
(5) Glide formation with high vowels: When V I is a high vowel, the strong preference is for the vowel to become a glide rather than to elide. This is
categorially the case with the definite suffixes. The set of environments in
Avatime where V2 can be a high vowel are so limited that it is not possible to
state any generalizations about high vowels in this position. There are a
number of possible reasons why high vowels as V I should be particularly
prone to gliding. One is that high vowels are articulatorily closer to glides than
are non-high vowels, and glide formation thus involves only de syllabification
with little further articulatory adjustment. Another, not unrelated hypothesis is
that greater phonetic, and probably phonological distance between high vowels
and non-high vowels than between non-high vowels as a set impedes the
mechanism of elision, whatever that may actually be.
4. Tone
Avatime tone alone could occupy a monograph length work. Ford [1971a] devotes
nearly 80 pages to what is really just a sketch of the system meant as background
for his syntactic study. The system is one of many subtle, yet consistent distinctions, which I was often able to differentiate only through repeated listening to
tonal pairs and instrumentally-aided comparisons. I must acknowledge my
indebtedness to Ford's groundbreaking work. His analysis, using the linear
segmental framework current at the time, would be formulated in different terms
today, and my observations of the Avatime facts do not jibe with his in all details,
but without having had his careful study available as I worked on A vatime, I
suspect that I would still be scratching my head, mystified at the apparent tonal
vagaries of this language.
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4.1. Tone levels. Funke [1909:289] and Heine [1968:105] both state that Avatime
has three tone levels, plus rising and falling contours. Likewise, Kropp [1967:3]
says, "It seems probable that [Avatime, Lefana, and Akpafu] all have at least three
phonemic tones," but as Kropp remarks, "No analysis has been made of the tone
systems of these languages, by myself or anyone else to my knowledge." The only
real analysis of the Ava time tone system is in Ford [1971 a:Part I], with aspects of
that analysis repeated in Kropp Dakubu and Ford [1988:128ff.].
Ford [1971a:20] says, "In any utterance, no more than four distinct levels of
tone are used .... " He labels the tones with the numbers 1-4, with tone 1 being the
lowest. He also recognizes a rising tone, which seems always to be a combination
of tones 1 + 4 conflated onto a single syllable (see §4.4). He does not mention a
falling tone, and in my data, falling tone is unusual outside a few borrowed items
with falling tone, such as aycme 'heaven', and cases where a falling glide seems to
be a transition from a higher to a lower tone across a voiced domain, e.g., klkueya
[ - /\ _ ] 'this yam'. My data confirm that Ford is correct in requiring up to four, but
no more than four, distinct levels for a description of Avatime tone. I will therefore
use his numbering 1-4 to refer to tones, and in marking tones on words, I will use
the following diacritics:

Tone 1
Tone 2
Tone 3
Tone 4

a
ti27
ii

a

Though the description of Avatime tone requires reference to four tone levels
and at least a rising contour, tone 2 occupies a rather marginal position as an
underived tone, and some instances of tone 4 are likewise derived. The description
here will concentrate only on aspects of tones in the nominal system. The same
general principles apply in the verbal system, but that system is tonally quite
complex and would lead beyond the scope of this overview.
All native Avatime nouns (and many borrowed nominal roots as well) have a
tone bearing prefix. Regarding tones of the prefixes and of underived nominal
roots, Ford [1971a:21-22] points out two distributional gaps as follows: "Each
prefix has certain tone possibilities ... where it will be noticed that no noun-class
prefixes are found with tone 2 .... Among [nominal] roots, we find only the three
tones: 1,2, and 3." He lays out the prefix tone possiblities in a table (p. 22), from
which I have adapted the data as Table 11. In the Table, note especially several
minimal sets distinguished only by tone. I replace Ford's class numbering system
27 The diacritic § looks unappealing. I am using it in part for typographical convenience, but it
also has a certain iconic value, since, as we will see (§4.3), many cases of Ford's Tone 2 are
actually tones I + 3 conflated onto one syllable, as the ,~" diacritic implies.
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with a set of labels referring to classes by small capitals. The vowels in these class
labels are cover symbols for the respective [+ATR] or [-ATR] vowels, the choice
of which is determined by the [ATR] specification of the root. The singular and
plural of a root always respect the singular and plural class pairings in the rows of
the table. The exemplifying nouns in Table 11 all carry the class-sensitive definite
suffix.

Table 11. Tones of noun class prefixes
Sing.

Tone Plural

0

4
3
4
3
1
4
3
1
4
3
1
3
1
1

LI

KI

KU
KA

0

BA

Tone

4
3
A
4
3
1
BI
4
3
1
BA
1
1
1
KU
1
1
(L)t2 8 1
Sl
3
1

Sing. noun

PI. noun

Meaning (sing. only)

:5dze
6ze

Mdzewa
bezewa
avana
ebUa
eblJa
bide we
blbawe
b) ba we
banyawa
betsewa
bebOwa
kuw5

'woman'
'thief'
'bean'
'seed'
'tick'
'mortar'
'thorn'
'honey'
'smoke'
'death'
'tear'
'axe'
'bowl'
'orange'
'hair'
' A vatime language'

~'jvane

libUe
DbUe
kide
klbue
k)bu~
k~ny:J

kiltse
kub6
kawa
kezia.
:Jmwen:J

k~zi6

Dmwene
s.lyast
s)yast

With the exception of the 6 singular class prefix and the BA, KU, and (L)I plural
class prefixes, all of which always bear low tone, the tone of the prefix is a nonpredictable feature associated with the specific noun root. Because the tones on
these prefixes must be lexically specified, they are sufficient to demonstrate that
A vatime has at least three distinctive tone levels, a fact recognized by Funke
[1909] and Heine [1968] prior to Ford's work. My data confirm that Ford is by and
large correct in claiming that underived native A vatime roots do not bear tone 4.
He says, "Loan words account for any occurrence of tone 4 [in underived roots]"
(p. 23). However, it is undoubtedly the presence of three tone levels even in native
Avatime words which has facilitated the borrowing of words with three contrastive
tones, and there are many loan words with tone 4 syllables which are wellintegrated into Avatime vocabulary, e.g., mangoe 'mango', dzatc; 'lion', kiikwie
28 See fn. 23 for an explanation of the parenthesized (L).
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'pepper', k:3rantit 'banana', k6IJut 'kenke' (a type of staple food), asigt 'ring',
tsakpiakpc 'cockroach', etc. as well as proper names, e.g., Amci, K6k~,Kwaml
(1-4 rising tone on first syllable), etc. In addition, there are many native Avatime
words with stems bearing a tone 4 where that tone may have originally been
derived from tone 3 (see §4.4) but where the word is undoubtedly frozen with its
current tone pattern rather than being derived "anew" each time it is used, e.g.,
kinemie 'tongue', kepiewia 'ladle' (mi in 'tongue' and wi in 'ladle' are originally
diminutive formatives < -bi- 'child'), kak6sa 'chin' (sa is probably a root meaning
'under'), 5gMgbt 'wasp' (reduplicated roots often show tone 4 on the first
reduplicant), etc. Finally, there is a presumably native preposition ni 'at, on, in',
which invariably bears tone 4 (ni keda '[at] behind', ni kiisio 'in the middle').
Such data further reinforce the assertion that Ford's tones 1, 3, and 4 must be
recognized as being in phonological contrast with each other.
The status of Ford's tone 2 is less clear cut. To demonstrate that tones 3, 2, 1
and only those tones appear on underived roots, Ford [1971a:22-23] gives
examples such as the following, rearranged and amended here to demonstrate the
possible prefix + root combinations. The nouns are in their unsuffixed forms; items
in brackets represent patterns where the first tone could not fall on a prefix; dashes
show non-existent patterns:
Table 12. Nouns illustrating possible two-tone patterns
Descending patterns
4-3 6-dzt 'woman'
4-2 [Amc1] a name
4-1 6-na
'person'
3-2 lJ-vIt 'morning'
3-1 ki-kil 'yam'
2-1 -----

Level patterns
4-4 ----3-3 lJ-lJ 'palm nut'
2-2 ----1-1 Jl-bl 'wound'

Ascending patterns
1-4 [dzatal
1-3 kQ-mfj
1-2 a-It
2-4 ----2-3 ----3-4 [ tsakplakpal

'lion'
'oil'
'gecko'
'cockroach'

My data on these specific words agree with Ford's, e.g., the 4-2 pitch pattern of

Ami (name of a woman born on Saturday) does differ from 4-3 and 4-1, etc.
Distinguishing tones 2 and 3 proves to be the greatest perceptual difficulty in
Avatime tone. In fact, I do not believe that they are always distinguished in normal
speech. Because this aspect of Avatime tonology proved particularly elusive, I
recorded and repeatedly listened to many tokens of the putative tone 2 vs. tone 3
contrast, in some cases juxtaposing hard-to-hear contrasts by digital cutting and
splicing. I found that the putative sequences 3-3 vs. 3-2 did not always contrast,
sometimes both bearing a level pitch pattern, and the putative sequences 1-3 vs. 1-2
sometimes appeared to ascend over the same interval. However, the pairs of
sequences differed in that it was virtually always tone 2 which merged with tone 3,
not vice versa, i.e., a putative 3-3 sequence would always be pronounced with a
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level pitch pattern, never [- -], and a 1-3 ascending pattern would always be heard
as a greater ascent than 1-2.
With this caveat, it is clear that words like Am~, II-vlt 'morning' and :J-lt
'gecko', with tone patterns 4-2, 3-2, and 1-2, respectively, require recognition of a
tone distinct from either tone 3 or tone 1. Though I have found no minimal sets
contrasting words differentiated only by a syllable bearing tone 2 vs. a syllable
bearing tone 3 or tone 1, there are no obvious phonological or other features of the
illustrative words presented to this point which would allow us to derive tone 2
from some other underlying tone (though see §4.3 for discussion of lI-vlt
'morning'). In addition to substantive lexical items like those in Table 12, Avatime
has other underived words and morphemes with tone 2 distinct from tones 1 or 3.
The singular object pronouns bear tone 3, while the plural object pronouns bear
tone 2, e.g., e vu me 'he caught me' vs. e vu b~ 'he caught them'. The first
syllable of the interrogative adjective wc5li 'which?' bears tone 2,29 e.g., badzt
wc5li w:) rna 'which women did you see?', beve wc5li w:J m:)? 'which mice did
you see?'
Ford noted that tone 4 does not occur on native, underived nominal roots, and
tone 2 does not occur on prefixes. Table 12 reveals that this restriction on
occurrence of tone 2 is part of a broader generalization, viz. tone 2 never occurs
word initial (or perhaps utterance initial if wc5li 'which?' is taken to be a "word").
With these distributional facts in mind, an internal reconstruction of the Avatime
tone system suggests that Avatime originally had only two tones (corresponding to
Ford's tones 1 and 3) and that tones 2 and 4 were originally derived from tones 1
and 3 respectively by register raising processes.3 0 Such processes are still active
(§§4.3-4), but because of the introduction of large numbers of loanwords bearing
underived tone 4 in particular, as well as some instances of underived tone 2, along
with the obscuring of environments for derivation of at least some instances of
tones 2 and 4 in native Avatime items, there seems to be no alternative in modem
Avatime to recognizing four distinctive tone levels.
29 The tone of the second syllable of w61i varies according to the following tonal context.
According to Ford's [1971a:29-30] description, w6li has a class agreement prefix. For Chris
Bubuama, this word is invariant for all classes. Ford's and my data do agree on the tone of the
first syllable.
30 Ford [1971a:25-27], using the segmental model for tone current at the time, distinguishes the
four tones with features [high] and [raised] as follows: tone 1 [-high, -raised], tone 2 [-high,
+raised], tone 3 [+high, -raised], tone 4 [+high, +raised]. He expresses his tone rules in terms of
these features, but he views them as an analytic convenience rather than something "real" about
Avatime tones, saying, "The features proposed have little or no intrinsic content. They are looked
upon as terms which express relationships between phonological units (here, tones). The matirx
[of tone features] does not represent the level of systematic phonetics-the feature complexes
must be translated into scalar values or some other form of surface representation" (p. 27). If,
however, my suggestion that tones 2 and 4, in origin are derived from tones 1 and 3 respectively
by register raising processes, his analysis of features may have more reality than he gave himself
credit for!
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4.2. Tone and glottal stop. One feature of the tone system which no previous
researchers have noted is a final glottal stop associated with phrase final tones 3
and 4.31 Note the following distinctions. The words are transcribed as above but
with final glottal stop overtly represented as '.
Table 13. Examples of final glottal stop conditioned by tone
Final glottal stop (tones 3 and 4)

No final glottal stop (tones 1 and 2)

e vz) me'
6bue' /6bii + e/
nIe'
ole'

e vz) b;i
k)bu~ IkIbii + e/
nblle /fIb) + lei
olelO /ole + 10/
k~wj !k~we + ~/
k{iwa !k\.iwa + 0/
mango
saplala

k~we'

k{iwa'
dzata'
tsakplakpa'

'he caught me'
'the bee'
'necks'
'thirst'
'axes'
'medicine'
'lion'
'cockroach'

'he caught them'
'the thorn'
'the wound'
'the thirst'
'the axes'
'the medicine'
'mango'
'onion'

4.3. Derived tone 2. Most tokens of tone 2 are derived from one of two sources:
(i) tones 1 + 3 conflated onto one syllable; (ii) raised tone 1. Far and away the most
frequent source of situation (i) in the nominal system comprises nouns of the 0
class with a final tone 1 in the stem + the tone 3 definite suffix for that class, E.
Nouns in this configuration contrast tonally with 0 class nouns with stem final tone
3 or 4 plus definite suffix. In the latter cases, the resultant tone is tone 3 or 4
respectively. Of interest is the fact that if the tone 2 syllable resulting from tones
1 + 3 is phrase final, it ends in a glottal stop, i.e., this prosodic feature associated
with tone 3 (§4.2) is preserved even though the result tone is no longer tone 3. The
plural for each noun shows the underlying tone of the root syllable because the
plural defmite suffix, - wa, does not coalesce with the preceding syllable.
Table 14. Examples of tones 1 + 3

--t

21 vs. 3/4 + 3 --t 3/4
Conflation of tone 3 or 4 + 3

Conflation of tones 1 + 3

dkpoe'
5nuv;Jc'

agbeli~'

mangoe'

bekpow;i
banuvQw;i

agb~nwa
.,.
,
.!.

mangowa

type of parasite
'child'
'cassava'
'mango'

okpoe'
5gasie'
dzati'
adze'

bekpowa
bagas.Iwa
dzatawa
Mdzewa

'corpse'
'lizard'
'lion'
'woman'

31 As noted in §2.1.6, Heine [1968] did hear and transcribe final glottal stops in Avatime, but he
did not recognize them as being tonally conditioned, rather construing the glottal stop as a
distinctive consonantal segment.
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One of Ford's examples of apparently underived tone 2 in Table 12 is the word
livlt' 'morning' (definite form, ljvltle 'the morning'). This word without the
definite suffix and in phrase final position ends in glottal stop, which the discussion
above suggests is a diagnostic for the presence of stem final tone 3. I had originally
transcribed this word, along with a number of others in the LI class, as having tones
3-3 on the prefix + root, e.g., liti51e 'mountain', ljgbale 'house'. Thinking that I
might have mistranscribed some of these, I rechecked the tones of all of them. The
only word other than 'morning' which had a 3-2 tone pattern on the prefix + root
was ljk1~ne 'stone'. 'Morning' and 'stone' differ from all the others I checked in
that these two words are the only ones where the noun root begins in a consonant
cluster. I therefore propose that the roots of these words were originally *- vClcand *-kalii-, respectively, and when the vowels were syncopated, the 1-3 original
pattern conflated to tone 2. One might propose that this syncopation and tone
conflation is the way these words obtain tone 2 even in modern Avatime, obviating
the need to assign lexical tone 2 to them. However, there is little evidence for
claiming that the syncopated vowel is underlyingly present. 32 This observation,
plus the fact that there are cases of tone 2 with no obvious derivational source,
suggests that tone 2 is part of Avatime tonology and should be assigned as the
lexical tone of items such as those in question.
I have claimed that a second source for tone 2 is raised tone 1. All tokens of this
source are definite suffixes of nouns other than the 0 class. Ford [1971a:24], who
is the only previous writer to describe the tones of the definite suffixes, does not
derive the tones from a single underlying source, but rather gives the distributional
statement, " ... if the tone preceding is either 2, 3, or 4, the definite suffix will bear
tone 1; if the preceding tone is tone 1, then the suffix will bear tone 2." I have
chosen to provide the definite suffix with underlying tone 1 which dissimilates to
tone 2 following tone 1. The main motivation for this is the fact that the existence
of non-derived tone 2 seems to be an innovation in A vatime, yet we can assume
that the tonal properties of the definite suffix are not. We would therefore not want
underlying tone 2 suffixes to be part of the morphological inventory of Avatime:

32 Kropp [1967] actually transcribes the syncopated vowels, noting (p. 3), "In all [the languages
included in the study], vowels in position C_Jlr are usually very short." In my opinion, they
are non-existent. I never heard anything more than a vowel-like transition between Cl and C2 in
such words, and often not even that. Literate speakers, likewise, do not write vowels here.
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Table 15. Definite suffixes with tone 2 or tone 1
Class

Tone 2 following tone 1

Tone 1 following tone 3

BA
LI
A

bevew~
lIb)J~
eb)J~

bezewa
lIHUe
eblla
ayaH
fIyalc
sInIse
k,Igac
b}g5wc
ki}ka
bakawa
kefukpa
kUfukpo

0
(L)t

ayaI5
fIyaIt

BI

sIPls~
k'jku~
blkuw~

KU

k~s~

SI

KI

BA
KA

b8saw~
kezi~

KU

kuzi6

'mice'
'wound'
'wounds'
'pig'
'pigs'
'body hair'
'rubber'
'slingshots'
'cloth'
'cloths'
'spoon'
'spoons'

'thieves'
'tick'
'ticks'
'group'
'goups'
'mushroom'
'occiput'
'occiputs'
'fence'
'fences'
'pot'
'pots'

For classes where the suffix forms a CV syllable, the tonal behavior is straightforward. For the classes whose prefixes have the form KV, the suffixes are just a
vowel, which coalesces with the preceding vowel to form one syllable. Patterns of
vowel coalescence for this case are illustrated in Table 16 (some examples repeated
from Table 15). In all but one case, tones on the syllables resulting from vowel
coalescence can be accounted for by a simple rule, viz. the result syllable bears the
tone of the final vowel. The one case that cannot be accounted for by this statment
is the last one, where tones 3-1 coalesce to tone 2 following tone 1. I propose that
when the 3-1 underlying contour follows a tone other than tone 1, the tone 3 is
absorbed into the preceding non-tone 1, leaving only the 1 on the final syllable, as
in 'mortar', 'flour', 'hawk'. Following tone 1, the contour 3-1 in cases like 'war',
'oil', 'bowl' simplifies to tone 2. Note that this account allows us to say that either
1-3 or 3-1 on a single syllable simplify to tone 2. If the underlying final tone is 3,
the final glottal stop appears phrase final; if the underlying final tone is 1, there is
no glottal stop.
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Table 16. Tones of definite suffixes coalesced with stem final vowels
Class Example

PF·R*

4/3 1-2 --+ 4/3 2 KI
KU
KA

4/3 3-1 --+ 4/3 1 KI
KU
KA

11-2--+ 12

KI

KU
KA

13-1--+ 12

KI
KU
KA

Underlying

/klku + ~I
/kiide + 61
kiis~·me34 /kasa + fl.1
k]ku~

'yam'
'road'
'waist'
'mortar'
k.idc
Il4de + E/
'flour'
/kl.in5 + 51
kfina
kiidzia
'hawk'
/kadzl + at
'rubber'
klku~
/klku + ~I
'bow'
/kt).nya
+
fl.1
k~y~
kiidrowi~ /kadrowl + fl.1 'dog'
'war'
/k)gl.i + tl
k.191JC
kumu5
'oil'
/kt).ml.i + ~I
k~zi~
'bowl'
/keii + at

kiid033

Evidence for underlying
b]kuw~
bedew~

'yams'
'roads'
kiisa·mc 'a waist'
'mortars'
b.idewc
'flours'
ban5wa
'a hawk'
kiidzI'
blkuw~
'slingshots'
banyaw~ 'bows'
kiidrowl 'a dog'
'wars'
b.19lJ wC
bam(lwa 'oils'
kezI'
'a bowl'

*p = prefix tone; F = final root tone; R = result tone of coalescence

To summarize, we can identify active processes for deriving many tokens of
tone 2, including some probable lexicalized cases of originally derived tone 2.
However, there are enough cases where no transparent derivational source is
available that it seems necessary to recognize tone 2 as a separate phonological
entity.
4.4. Derived tone 4 and rising tone. Ford [1971a] documents a number of cases of
tone 4 and rising tone, which he always analyzes as 1-4. His rule system is
complex and in most cases involves examples from the verbal system, which I am
not discussing here. Very roughly, tone 3 ---+ tone 4 I _3 when certain conditions
are met. Here I list a few examples of compound or derived nouns where tone 4 is
apparently derived from tone 3. I stress that these examples are not drawn directly
from Ford's account, and he may not have chosen to derive them this way, but they
fit into the general picture.

33 I have transcribed this and the only other two examples that I collected from the KU class with
tones 3-3 rather than 3-2. This could have been a transcription error or it could be the case that
the speaker neutralized tones 2 and 3 when he pronounced these words, a neutralization which
sometimes takes place, as noted above.
34Mi' is a postposition meaning "in". It is included in the citation form of most nouns indicating
locations, e.g., 3nyr5-mc 'farm', as well as in words indicating an area on the body (as opposed
to words indicating specific body parts).
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Table 17. Examples of words with derived high tones
Example

Source

l).klamasene
l).ny:5yiile
azyanete
atsatsana

'knee'
'nostril'
'poor person'
'fruit bat'

/:,)-kij + -rna + ese/
/I)-ny5 + fi-Yii/
/:')-zya + o-nete/
/-tsa/

/leg + ? + under/
/nose + hole/
/poverty + possessor/
(reduplication)

As noted, Ford [1971 a] derives rising tone from tones 1 + 4 on one syllable. As
far as I can determine, all instances of derived rising tone do have this source,
though in my data, the phonetic rise usually starts at the level of the preceding tone
if there is one. Thus, ovet5 love + et5/ 'a certain mouse' has the phonetic pitch
pattern [ (see §3.4 above, esp. Table 10, for analysis of the morphology). I
have found one case where a 1 + 4 rise derives from tones 1 + 3 conflated to one
syllable with the 3 raised to 4 as exempli fed in Table 17, viz. i5polo 'door', plural
lipole. The singular and plural of this word were always pronounced in this way,
with a rise to tone 4 on the first (prefix) syllable. Funke [1910:32] gives opupolo
[tones sic], showing that the source of the rising tone for my informant is haplology
of the first root syllable but preservation of that syllable's tone.
In §3.4, Table 10, I illustrated a second type of case where Ford derives tones 4
and 1-4 rise, viz. noun + indefinite determiner -t5. According to Ford's [197la:
24-25] analysis, the indefinite has the underlying form /prefix + -t5/, where the
prefix bears tone 4 if the host noun has a prefix with tones 3 or 4 and tone 1 if the
host noun has a prefix with tone 1. The prefix of the indefinite determiner
ultimately coalesces with the final vowel of the stem, with the following tonal
results:
v_ ]

/kQ.-ij + 5-t51 ~ k(i~i:5t5
/be-ve + a-t5/ ~ beveiit5
Ie-9ft + a-t5/ ~ egJif1l5
/ba-ij + a-t5/ ~ ba~ijt535

'a certain palm tree'
'certain mice'
'certain walls'
'certain palm trees'

Here, according to Ford's analysis, tone 4 is not derived, but is the underlying tone
of the prefix on the indefinite marker if the host noun has a tone 3 or 4 prefix. If
this tone coalesces with tone 3 or 4 from the last syllable of the noun stem, the
35 I give tone 2 as the result tone on the second syllable. This is the tone Ford claims to result
from the coalescence of stem final tone 3 + prefixal tone 1. and this is also the result that I would
have predicted from the discussion at the end of §4.3. In my own data, however, I found the pitch
of this syllable always to be at least at the level of -t5, and sometimes slightly higher, though not
as high as tone 4 would be. There is some evidence from other environments that a sequence 2 +
3 levels to 2 + 2 or 3 + 3.
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result tone is 4; if it coalesces with a stem final tone 1, the result is a 1-4 rise. As an
alternative analysis, I suggest that the tone on the prefix of the indefinite marker
always copies the tone of the host noun prefix. If that is tone 3, then it is raised to
tone 4 before -t5 by the process exemplified in Table 17. The ultimate surface
tones will not differ from those predicted by Ford, but this account will give a more
intuitive account of the tones of the prefix of the indefinite marker by using a tone
raising process known to be needed in any case.
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